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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Cube Tile Backsplash Calacatta Gold Marble Mosaic Tile

Short Description: 3d stone tiles are a popular element

in modern marble mosaic designs. We use the Italian

Calacatta Gold Marble to make this 3-dimensional cube

marble mosaic product, the material improves more

value of the decoration.

Model No.: WPM022

Pattern: 3D

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Calacatta Gold

Product Detail:

Product Description

3d natural stone tiles are fashionable mosaic products in modern interior decorations when

the marble for mosaics is selected from the best materials, the whole product value will

improve to a higher standard. This 3d effect mosaic tile is a flat tile while the visual look is

cubic and increase more funny things to people’s heart, meanwhile, 3d stone tiles are a

popular element in modern marble mosaic designs. We use the Italian Calacatta Gold Marble
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to make this 3-dimensional cube marble mosaic product, the material improves more value

of the decoration. We hope this white marble mosaic product will get your favor.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Cube Tile Backsplash Calacatta Gold Marble Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM022

Pattern: 3D

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM022

Style: 3-dimensional cube

Marble Name: Calacatta Gold Marble

Model No.: WPM089

Style: 3-dimensional cube

Marble Name: Ariston White Marble

Model No.: WPM277

Style: 3-dimensional Diamond

Marble Name: Carrara White, Nero Marquina, Nuvolato Classico

Product Application

Generally, 3D mosaic tiles are mainly used for indoor and outdoor walls, especially some special ones.

This pattern can completely replace the previous floral thread and carry out various decorations with

different effects. 3d stone tiles for the wall in the kitchen, for the floor in the bathroom, or even a small

backsplash behind the wash basins will increase a new structure to the whole layout.



The biggest advantage of 3d marble mosaic tiles is that the colors can be replaced by different marble

items flexibly, the processing procedures are not complicated and the combination is better than small

particles.

FAQ

Q: What do I need to provide for a quote? Do you have a quote form for product quotes?

A: Please provide the mosaic pattern or our Model No. of our marble mosaic products, quantity, and

delivery details if possible, we will send you a specific product quotation sheet.

Q: What area do your mosaic products apply on?

A: 1. Bathroom wall, floor, backsplash.

2. Kitchen wall, floor, backsplash, fireplace.

3. Stove backsplash and vanity backsplash.

4. Hallway floor, bedroom wall, living room wall.

5. Outdoor pools, swimming pools. (black marble mosaic, green marble mosaic)

6. Landscaping decoration. (pebble mosaic stone)

Q: How long does the delivery usually take?

A: 15 - 35 natural days.

Q: What is your price term?

A: Normally FOB, then EXW, FCA, CNF, DDP, and DDU are available.


